AGS Management Systems’ mainframe project management systems—PAC II and PAC III—are used throughout the world to meet deadline and cost targets on projects of all types and sizes. They’ve helped project managers do almost the impossible: eliminate conflicts, encourage teamwork, facilitate communication, establish accountability, and save time and money in the process.

PAC II and PAC III provide you with every feature you need to manage any project, large or small: planning, estimating, budgeting, critical path analysis, resource scheduling, time and progress reporting, simulation, monitoring, costing, custom reporting, color graphics, earned value and performance measurement, and a microcomputer interface to PAC MICRO, our project management system for the IBM® PC.

Both PAC II and PAC III are flexible and easy to use. Data entry and editing are done on-line, they’re menu-driven, and they use simple English-language commands. And to ensure your total project management success, we provide all the support you need, such as a 24-hour telephone hotline, product training, classes in all facets of project management, and even on-site project management specialists—before, during and after installation.

Project management is our one and only business. That’s why thousands of project managers around the world rely on AGS. If you’d like more information about our mainframe project management systems, just call or write.
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